For the natural biparametric family of piecewise linear circle maps with two pieces we show that the entropy increases when any of the two parameters increases. We also describe the regions of the parameter space where the monotonicity is strict.
Statement of the results
In this paper we study the monotonicity of the entropy for a biparametric family of degree one circle maps. The monotonicity of the entropy for particular families of maps of the interval has been considered by several authors for several families (see [MV, BMT, MT, DH] ). We consider a problem similar to the one considered in [MV] . We deal with the biparametric family of piecewise linear circle maps with two pieces and we prove that the entropy increases when any of the two slopes increases. We also describe the regions of the parameter space where the monotonicity is strict.
In [AM] a kneading theory for a class of bimodal continuous circle maps of degree one (called class si) was developed. The framework of the present study will be that kneading theory. Therefore, this paper has to be considered as a second part of [AM] . Hence, we assume the reader is familiar with the notation, definitions, proofs, and techniques developed in [AM] and we shall use them freely in this paper.
The family we are going to study can be defined as follows (see Figure 1 ). For X > 1 and p > 0 we set Clearly Gx,p G sí , cGif¡ = jj±J and G^p(0) = 0 for all X > 1 and p > 0. To simplify the notation we set Cx,ß = cGx , K(X, p) = Iq {cx,ß), and h(X, p) -h(Gxt/t) ■ Also we shall write (X', p') > (X, p) if and only if X' > X and p' > p. If additionally either X' / X or p! ± p we shall write (X', p') > (X,p).
The main results of this paper are the following: Theorem 1.1. Let X,X',p, and p' be such that {X, p) < (X', p'). Then K(X, p) < K(X', p'). Moreover K(X, p) = K(X', p') if and only if for some m e Z, m > 1, we have bx,ß = ¿a#,/<' = " and X""~lp' < 1. Theorem 1.2. Let X,X',p, and p' be such that {X,p) < (X', p'). Then h(X, p) < h(X', p'). Moreover h(X, p) = h(X', p') if and only if for some m G Z, m > 1, we have bx,ß = bx> ,ß> -L and p' < X'/(X'm -1). In this last case h(X, p) = h(X', p') = ß~ 1/m . Remark 1.3. We recall that ß~ b is the largest root of the equation R~ b(z) = j , where R~ b(z) = ^2 z~q and the sum is taken over all pairs (p, q) G Z x N for which a < I < b . In the special case in which a -0 and b = -^ the formula is specially simple. From Proposition 1.1 of [ALMM] and Theorem C of [ALMS] we get that ß^ ,, is the largest root of the polynomial zOT+1 -zm -z -1. When studying the monotonicity of the entropy (and of the kneading sequences) of a family of piecewise linear maps from si with two pieces, the more general family to consider is the three parameter family Q>x,ß,a defined by Gx, ß + a with X > 1, p > 0, and a G R. As the following example shows, if a t¿ 0 then we cannot extend Theorem 1.2 to this family. So, in what follows we only consider the family 0¿ _ ß ; 0 = Gx, ß .
Example. Consider (¡>x,ß,a and Q>x',ß',a with a -0.4, X -2.2, p = 0.2, X' -2.5 , and p' -0.5 (see Figure 2 ). We note that the map x -» 0.5 -x conjugates the map Q>x,p,a with Gx,ß. Therefore, from Theorem 1.2 it follows that h(<î>x,p,a) > 0. However, h{®x',ß',a) = 0. To see this we can argue as follows. If we denote by g the circle map which has $>x' ,p' ,a as a lifting, we have that e(0.6) and e(0A) are fixed points of g (where e(x) = e\p(2nix) denotes the natural projection from R to S1). Moreover, e(0.6) attracts e((0A, 1)) and é> ([0,0.4) ) is mapped around the circle only once. Therefore, g has only two nonwandering points which are fixed points and, hence, the entropy of g is zero.
We recall that I_G (0) remains constant when the parameters vary and hence, the problem of the monotonicity of the kneading sequences for the family Gxiß is essentially one dimensional. However, 1$ (0) does not remain unchanged when the parameters X and p vary and a jí 0. Thus, when considering the case a ^ 0 it is necessary to take into account another kneading sequence and the problem becomes two dimensional. In this case the natural extension of Theorem 1.1 in order that we would get h(Q>x' ,p> ,a) > h(<S»x,ß,a) as a corollary would be the following (see Corollary 3.5 of [AM] ):
If (X', p')>(X, p) then V^^^J>^>«*,,J and IOi,Va(0)< 7^,(0).
The family Fß
In this section we assume that X is fixed and we study the uniparametric family Fß = Gx,ß . We set b(p) = bx,ß , h(p) = h(X, p), and K(p) = K(X, p).
The main results of this section are the following versions of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 for our family Fß :
Theorem 2.1. Let p\ and pi be such that p\ < pi-Then K(p{) < K(pi). Moreover K(pi) = K(pi) if and only if there exists m e Z, m > 1 such that b{py) = b{pi) = ±1 and Xm~xpi<\.
Theorem 2.2. Let p\ and pi be such that p\ < p2. Then h{p\) < h(pi).
Moreover h(p\) = h(pi) if and only if there exists m e Z, m > 1 such that b(pi) = b(pi) = L and pi < X/(Xm -1). In this last case h{p\) = ß0~ ,, .
We introduce some new notation to be used in this section. We set cß = Cx,p, Mp) = F//(cß), and gn(p) = df"{p)/dp when D(f{p)) $ {0, cß} for i = 1, ... ,n-1. Also set K{p) = A0{p)A](p) ■ ■ ■ = cd0(p)sMdi(p)--■ , and define J 1 if Card{/ g{1,...,«-1}: s¡(p) = R} is even, W) = j j ¡fCard{/6{l,...,ii-l}:Ji(Ai) = Ä} is odd.
Lastly, set c'^ = dcß/dp = (X -l)/(X + p)2.
The next result gives a first reduction of our problem to a particular case.
Proposition 2.3. If p' > p and b(p') ^ b{p) then K(p') > K(p).
Proof. Since p' > p we have (/y)r > {Fß)r and since (/y)r and (Fß)r are nondecreasing we get (Fß)? < (F^<)J? for all n G N. Therefore, the rotation number of (Fß)r is smaller or equal to the rotation number of (iy )r • Then, from Lemma 4.7 of [AM] we obtain b(p') > b(p). Therefore, by Theorem B and Lemma 4.9 of [AM] it follows K{p') > K(p). D From Proposition 2.3 it follows that it is enough to prove Theorem 2.1 when
Now we start the study of the case b(p) = b(p'). Let m G N be such that m -1 < jt^t < m . Clearly, if b(p) > 1 we have m = 1 and b(p) G [^ , -^z\) otherwise. We shall keep this assumption until the end of this section. We shall split the study of this case into several lemmas. We note that when b(p) < 1 (that is m > 1) then Fß(x) < 1 + x for all xgR.
Hence AFß(x) G \M0, L0, Ll, cl, R\} for all xgR.
Lemma 2.4. The following statements hold.
(1) Xm-Xm'i -1 >0; (2) p> l/(Xm-Xm~] -1); (3) If m>\ and Xm~x -Xm~2 -1 > 0 then p < \/(Xm~l -Xm~2 -1) ;
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Proof. First we prove (4) . Assume m = 1 and suppose that K(p) < (cl)°°.
Then we obtain Fß(cß) < 1 + cß and hence Fß(x) < 1 +x for all x G R; a contradiction because 1 G LPf¡. If m > 1 we get b(p) G [^, ^) . Suppose that K(p) < (cl(L0)m-l)°° . Then we have K{p) = cl(L0)m-lLd ■ ■ • (that is sm(p) = L). Hence D{F/?{cß)) <cß. On the other hand from Lemma 4.1 of [AM] since b(p) > L , Fß has a TPO (twist periodic orbit) P of period m and rotation number L . If c^ G P, from Lemma 4.4 of [AM] we obtain #(/*) = (cl(L0)m-1)00 . So cß £ P. Then, from Lemma 4.4 and Remark 3.1 of [AM] we get lFii(vp) = (Ll(L0)m-|))°°( recall that vP = maxPn [0, 1)). Thus, since lFß{cß) = cl(L0)m"1 •• • and Lf (vp) = Ll(L0)m_1 •• • we obtain that FJ?\[VPtCi¡\ is linear with slope Xm and E(F/?)\[Vp,c>] = 1 -Since (Fm -l)(Vp) = vP we obtain (Fm -l)(cß) > cß. Therefore sm(p) -R ; a contradiction.
Then /^(c") > (1L(0L)'"-2)00 and from Proposition A of [AM] we get (lL(0L)m-2)oc is a reduced itinerary of Fß (note that S"((lI(0I)m-2)00) < (lL(0L)m-2)°° for all n > 0). Let x G R be such that 2F/i(x) = {\L(0L)m~2)°°. Then /?f/1(x) = ^ contradicting the assumption that b{p) G [^ , ^¿-r). Now we prove (1) and (2). From the above arguments we know that there exist a TPO P suchthat lF)¡(vp) is either (z-l(z-0)m-')°° or {cl(L0)m~{)°°. In both cases we get Xm~x(Xvp -\) -vp. Therefore (Xm -l)i/P = Xm~l . Since vP <cß<\ we get Xm -1 > Xm~l and (1) Thus (2) follows.
Lastly we prove (3). Assume that m > 1 , Xm~l -Xm~2 -1 > 0 and suppose that p > \/{Xm-x -Xm~2 -1), which is equivalent to Xm~2 p+ 1 _ Am-!-l -p + X "C"" Set x = Xm-2/{Xm~x -1). Clearly F¡?-\x) = 1 + x . Hence, ¿afi;a contradiction. This ends the proof of the lemma. D From Lemma 2.4 it follows that we also we may assume that Xm -Xm~x -1 > 0 and we shall do so in the rest of this section. Also we set J{m) -[l/{Xm -Xm~l -1), K{m)), where , , Í a----1-'-i ifm> ^ndXm~i-Xm-2-\ >0, oc if m = 1 or m > 1 and Am-' -Xm-2 -1 <0.
From Lemma 2.4 we can also assume that p e J(m).
Remark 2.5. From Lemma 2.4(4) it follows that for m > 1 and for p e J(m) we have K(p) = cl{L0)m-2Ld■ ■■ with d G {0, 1} . Therefore, from Proposition A of [AM] we get that if for some i > 0, d¡{p) = 1 then Sj+j(p) -L for j = 1,..., m -1 and d¡+j(p) = 0 for j = 1,..., m -2.
Note that, in general, the map Fß does not belong to the class 38 (see [AM] ). The following lemma shows that for some values of the parameter p the maps Fft preserve the properties of the maps of class 38. We set I(m) = {p g J(m) : p > X/(Xm -1)}. We recall that ETF is the set of all preimages of 0 and Cf under F. Lemma 2.6. ^ is dense in R for all p G I(m). Proof. Suppose that ¿^ is not dense and let U be the complement of cl(^). The set U is open and hence it is a countable union of disjoint open intervals. Let U' = U n [0, 1) (note that U = [jmeZm + U'). Number the intervals of U' by {t4}^=1 and denote by ck the length of the kih interval. Clearly 12T=o cfc < 1 • Hence lim^^ ck = 0 and there exists í^gN such that ck < cf or every k G N. Note that U' n {0, cß} = 0 . Therefore either U^ c (0, cß) or UkQ c {cß , 1). In the first case we get F'ß{x) = X > 1 for all x G U^ . In the second case, from Remark 2.5 we obtain (F™)'(x) = Xm~lp > Xm/{Xm -1) > 1 for all x G £/'. Since F(U) c U we have that either T7 or Fm maps £40 to a larger interval of U ; a contradiction. D Remark 2.7. From the above lemma it is easy to see that all of the results proved in [AM] for class 3 § (that is from Lemma 3.6 until Proposition 3.12) are also valid for the maps Fß when p G I (m). Now we are interested in characterizing the values of the parameter p for which there exist a subinterval of [0, 1] containing cß which is invariant for Fm -1. This problem is closely related to the characterization of the values X for which X/(Xm -1) G J(m) .
To this end we introduce the following family of polynomials. Set Pm(X) = Xm+i -2Xm-X+l.
Lemma 2.8. For each m > 1 the polynomial Pm(X) has a unique root larger than one. Moreover if we denote this root by nm we have (1) 2<7rm<3; * (2) If n < m then nn > nm ; (3) KZ-nZT1-l>0.
Proof. Since Pm{2) = -1 for all m > 1, the equation Pm{X) = 0 is equivalent to the equation Xm = R{X) with R{X) = £e± .
Since limxiiR(X) = oc, R(3) = 2, and R\(2,oo) is decreasing we obtain (1) and (2) (see Figure 3 ). and ( 1 ) holds.
(2) First we compute xß. We recall that xß is the i^-conjugate of x = Xm-{/{Xm -1). Then we have ;m-1 p(l-xß) + l = Fß{xß) = F"{x) = X .
Hence,
Now we consider the inequality (*) fm(p) = xm~l(K -1) +1 > 2-{J_l} = i+xp.
An easy computation shows that for p G J(m) the above inequality is equivalent to^-Ä^r)(/f-A^-A^-i)>0-Then, for all p G 7(w) (*) holds if and only if p > X/[Xm -1). This proves (2). Now we assume that X > nm and we compute K(X/(Xm -1)). We get
Let // G (l/(Am -Am-> -1), A/(AW -1)). Then, since fm(p) < 1 + xß < 2 we have
If pe (X/{Xm-l), K{m)), from (2) we obtain fm{p) > \+xß. If fm(p) > 2, then (Ld--with ¿/> 1 ifm=l,
Thus, in both cases we have
On the other hand, since 1 + xß < fm{p) < 2, we get xß < D(fm(p)) and from Lemma 3.7 of [AM] and Remark 2.7 we have ¡_F (fm(p)) > LF {xß). So K{p)>B_.
(4) When X < nm , from (2), we get fm(p) > 1 +xß for all p G J(m) . Then, by the same arguments as in the proof of (3) we obtain K(p) > B_. O Remark 2.10. From Lemma 2.9 it follows that fm(p) < 1 + xß for X > nm and for p e {\/{Xm -Xm~l -l),X/(Xm -1)). Since F™(Xm-x/(Xm -1)) = 1+A'"-1/(A'"-1), F™{cß) = fm{p)< 1+x^and F*(x") = 1 +X"-l/(Xm-1)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use In view of Lemma 2.9 we can split our problem into two different cases. The first one is X > nm and p G [l/(Xm-Xm~l -1), X/{Xm -1)] and the second one is p e {mâx{l / (Xm -Xm-x-1), X/(Xm-I)), K(m)). To study the monotonicity of K(p) in the first case we use a result of Misiurewicz and Visinescu (see [MV] ) about maps of the interval. To state it we introduce new notation.
For X > 1 and p > 0 we define Hx iß : [0, 1 ] -> [0, 1 ] as follows (see Figure  5 on next page)
In order that Hx,ß maps [0, 1] into itself it is necessary that -p(x-\) + \ > 0. Thus we obtain p < %^ or equivalently, 1 1 , T + -> 1. X p Remark 2.11. Consider the family Hx,ß defined as follows:
. . _ Í Xx if x g [0, c],
Note that The maps Hx<ß with X > 1 and p < j^ are called skew tent maps in [MV] and they form a biparametric family of unimodal maps of the interval with a local maximum dxtß = dx -\ . Set K(X, p) = I_H (dx,ß), where the notion of itinerary is the usual in unimodal maps (i.e., A(x) is L, C, or R according as x is less, equal, or greater than dx,ß = \). The following theorem studies the monotonicity of the kneading sequences of the skew tent maps.
Theorem 2.12 has been proved by Misiurewicz and Visinescu in the case p > 1 (see [MV] ). However, the extension to the case p < 1 is trivial. Proposition 2.13. Let X, p\ and pi be such that X > nm and \/{Xm -Xm~x -\)<p\<pi< X/{Xm -1). In what follows we consider the second case. That is p e I{m) = {max{l/{Xm -Xm~x -l),X/{Xm -l)),/c(m)).
We study this case through a sequence of lemmas. To do this we need again some more definitions. Each sequence of the form ^d^di ■ ■ ■Sn-'d"-\ with 5, G {M, L, C, R} and í/, G Z for all i = 0, ... , n -1 will be called and nstrip. Let A" be an «-strip. Then a(A") denotes the parity of (sq, ... , sn-\). That is o(An) will be +1 or -1 according as (sq, ... , s"-\) has an even or odd number of symbols R. Also we define A^n as the interior of the set of ¿i's such that K(p) starts with A" . We note that if A4" ^ 0 then s0 = C and fn\ÁA" is a rational function on p . Now set Y a* -A^ n I{m). We say that / is strongly increasing if / is increasing and for all p, p' G (a, b) with p < p' we have Aß(f(p)) < Aßl(f(p')) (^(x) denotes the F^-address of x). We say that / is strongly decreasing if / is decreasing and for all p, p! e (a, b) with P<P F we have Aß(f(p)) > Aß>(f{p')). Note that since each turning point of f, depend on p in a nondecreasing way, to show that / is strongly decreasing it is enough to show that / is decreasing (see Figure 6 (a)). We also note that the notions of strongly increasing and increasing are not equivalent (see Figure   6 (b)).
Remark 2.14. The situation described in Figure 6 The strategy of the proof of Theorem 2.1 in this case is as follows. We shall show by induction that for all n > 0 and for each «-strip A" such that Ta« j1 0 the set Ta» is an interval in which f"\rA" is strongly increasing or strongly decreasing according to the parity of A" . From this it follows easily the monotonicity of the kneading sequence depending on p. Unfortunately to be able to make the induction step we shall need to prove some additional properties. We start this proof with some preliminary lemmas. See Figure Lemma 2.17. Let A" = SadQ---s"-xd"-[ be an n-strip. Then for all p G Aa* and k = I, ... , n we have
Lemma 2.18. Let A" = cdç,Ld\ •••lí/"_1 be an n-strip. Then for all p G A^-. and k = \, ... , n we have
where pkA " (X) is a polynomial of degree k -\ in X which depends only on do, ... , dn-\ . Proof. We use induction on k . If k = 1 then f (p) = Xcß . Now assume that the statement holds for k-\>\ and we prove it for k . Since /leA^. and k -1 < n -1 we have that A{fk_\(p)) = Ldk_x . Hence, by Lemma 2.17, fk{p) = Fp(fk-X{p)) = E{fk_x{p)) + Fß{fk_x{p) -E(fk^(p))) = EtJdi + XM<(p) -¿ Eto2 d¡ = Xkcß+ Xpk~"\, {X) + ( 1 -X) Efjo2 dj and the lemma follows. D Remark 2.19. From the preceding lemma we obtain that if An = cd0Ldl---Ld"-l then for all /ieA^ and for k = 1, ... , n we have gk(p) = Afcc^ . Moreover in a similar way to the proof of Lemma 2.18 we also obtain that if Qk is a A:-strip and An = ChLdkLdk+l ■ ■ ■ Ldn-X then gk+i{p) = X'gk(p) for i=l, ... , n-k and for p G Ad*.
Remark 2.20. Since F^ is old we have
for all x G R and for all p G (0, oo).
Let A" = cd0---s'-,dn-l be an n-strip. We set An+ = Rdo---s"-[d"-X and 4-= Mr--W"_,.
Lemma 2.21. Let A" = s°do ■ ■ ■ Sn-[dn^i be an n-strip such that s¡ G {L, R} for i = 1, ... , n -1 and assume that Ta* is an open interval, fn\yAn is either strongly increasing and a {A") = 1 or strongly decreasing and a {A") --1 ; and there exists a unique x G T^n such that D(f"(x)) = cx . Then the following hold.
(1) Ifa(A") = 1 then for all p G TÂ» suchthat p>x, K(p) > An£+{An_)00
Moreover, for all l G N there exists o¡ such that K(p) = AnAl(A"_)1 ■ • ■ for all p G (x, x + o¡). (2) // o {A") = -1 then for all p e T^n such that p > x, K(p) > AnAn_(An+)00 . Moreover, for all l G N there exists 6¡ such that K{p) = A"An_{£+)1 ■■■ forall pe{x,x + S¡).
Proof. We only prove (1). Statement (2) follows in a similar way. We set p = d0 +-1-d"-\, k = Card{/ e {1,..., n -1}: s¡ = R} and K = {y e Ta* : y > x} . Note that from Remark 2.5 it follows that n = (k + 1 )m + r with r G N. Since f"\rA" is strongly increasing we get that K(p) = AnRd ■■■ for all pe K. By Lemma 2.17 it follows that fn(x) = cx+p and p+cy < f"(y) < p+1 for all y e K. Set A_ = (AZ~l)°° and A_ = {ds0] ■■■d£_l)°°. Note that the sequence A_ has no symbol M, R, or C and JH = Â-• Then since s"(y) = R for all y e K, we get (oLr<s'U_xiFy(cy) for all 2 > 0. Hence A_ is dominated by Fy for all y e K (see §3 of [AM] for a definition of domination). Then, by Proposition A of [AM] , for a fixed y there exists a periodic point y\ G (0, cy) such that I_F (y\) = A . Let y2 be the conjugate of yx in (cy, 1). Clearly Fyn(y{) -p = yx and I_Fy{y2) = 4+U-)°° ■ Then we get that (Fy -p)\[y¡ ,y2] is piecewise linear with two pieces (see Figure   8 on next page). Moreover, by Lemma 2.3 of [AM] we get that A-< lFy{z) < K{y) = AnRd0■■■ for all z g [y{, cy] .
Hence, for all z G [y\, cy] , the map IF (z) = A"_ ■ ■ ■ . Therefore, the slope of {Fyn -/?)![,, )Cy] is A"-*/i* . Similarly, ¿Fy(z) = A\---for all z G [cy, y2] , and the slope of {Fyn -p)\[Cy,y2] is Xn-k~xpk+x. Since X > 1, Am"V > 1 , and 1/Am + I/A"1" V < 1 for all p G I{m) we get
Hence, from Remark 2.11 we get Fy"-1(t>)-p > y2 . Therefore, lFy(My)) > LFy{yi) = Al(A-)°° ■ Thus, Kiy) = AnI_{My)) > AnAl(An_)°° .
We note that since D{f"(x)) = cx (that is D(F£(cx)) = cx) we have f(x) <£ Z for all / > 0. Moreover, since s¡ G {L, R} for all 0 < / < n -1 we also In the following lemma we show that TA» is an interval such that Mv4" is strongly increasing or strongly decreasing according to the parity of A" . This plays a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Lemma 2.22. Let A" = s°do ■ ■ ■ s"~'d"-\ be an n-strip such that s¡ G {L, R} for i = 1, ... , n -1 and assume that Ta» # 0 ■ Then the following hold.
(1) TAx = {a a», ßdx) with ßdx G RU {oc}.
(2) Either D(fn(aA»)) = 0 or cai" is periodic of period less than n or A" = B" and in this case aA» = max(l/(Am -Xm~x -1), X/(Xm -1)). clearly we obtain a.¿\ = ^¿A and hence Z>(/i(adi)) = 0. Thus (1) and (2) hold.
Since g\(p) = Xc'p = X(X -\)/{p + X)2 > 0 it follows that f is increasing. To prove that f is strongly increasing, in view Remark 2.14, it is enough to show that f{p) -cß and f\{p) - By Lemma 2.18 we have g"{p) = X"c'tl > 0 for all p G I(m). Therefore, fn\i(m) is increasing. Lastly, from Remark 2.5 we get that s"{p) = L for all p G I{m). Hence fn(p) < cß for all p G I (m). Therefore, /" is strongly increasing. Now we prove the lemma for n = m . Since fm-\\pm) is strongly increasing we obtain (1). By Lemma 2.4 we get that either Am -Bm or Am - Thus fm\rAm is strongly increasing. This ends the proof of the lemma for n < m. Now assume that the lemma holds for n -1 > m and we prove it for n . Let A" = AqA\ ■ ■ ■ An_i be such that TA» / 0 and let A"~x = A0 ■ ■ ■ An_2. First we note that since Tdx c r^a-i and D o /"_i|r nt is strongly increasing or strongly decreasing according to cj(A"~x) we obtain that the set of p eTA»-¡ such that A(Fß{D(M\(p)))) = s"-ld"-i is connected (see Figure 10 ). Hence
(1) follows. Therefore, for k sufficiently large we obtain g{n-l)(k+2)(x) > (A -l)/(x + A2) = c'x .
Since cx is periodic of period a divisor of n -1 we get D(fn_i^k+2)(x)) = cx for such k. Since the functions cß and D(fn_l-)çk+2)(p)) coincide at p = x and g(n-i)(k+2)(x) > (A-l)/(x +A)2 = c'x > 0 we have D(f{n_m+2)(y)) > cy for y > x sufficiently close to x . Therefore, K(y) = A"~] A"+~\An-~l)kRd ■ ■ ■ which is a contradiction with the above claim. Hence, g"(x) < 0 and fn\(X,ß "_,) is decreasing. So it is strongly decreasing and (3) and gim(aAm+¡) have the same sign. Now we compute the sign of gim^A^) ■ Assume that max(l/(Am -Xm~x -1), X/{Xm -1)) = \/{Xm -Xm~x -1). We have from Lemma 2.3 of [AM] we obtain f2m{p) < Xm-l/{Xm -1) for all p G Tim+, and hence, g2m(aAm+i) < 0. Now assume that max(l/(Affl -Xm~x -1, X/{Xm -1)) = X/{Xm -1).
Then, D{f2m(oiA>*+<)) = JhTZTJ ■ As above, by Lemma 2.9 we get K(p) > cl(L0)m-1Al(L0)m-'(iT(L0)m-1)00 for all p g r4m+, and, hence, IFfi{f2m(p)) < (Ll{L0)m-[)°° for all p e TAn,+> . Since lFß{l/(Xm -1)) = (il(L0)"m-|)°°, from Lemma 2.3 of [AM] we obtain hm{p) < l/(Am-l) for all p G YAm+\ . Then g2m{aA^) < 0. Thus, /m+i|rdm+, is decreasing and hence it is strongly decreasing.
Case (B). a(An~l) = 1, Sj = R for some j G {1, ... , n -2}, and sn^\ = L. Since a{A"~x) = 1 by the induction hypotheses we know that fn-\\r "_, is strongly increasing and convex. Thus A(M\{aA»-\)) < J«-'aí"_i because TA» c TAx-\ . Since sn-\ = L we get sn-\(ctAx-\) G {M, L} and í/"_i(adn-i) < dn-\.
Furthermore, from Remark 2.20 it follows that D{fn(x)) = D{Fx{D{Mx{x)))) = D(XD(f"_{(x)) for all x G TA». Hence, g"\rá" = Xgn^\râ" and g'n\rAn = Acvi-ilr^,, • Thus MrA» is increasing and convex. Hence only it remains to prove that fn\rA" is strongly increasing.
If d"_i(aun-i) < dn-\ we get D(/"(a^n)) = 0 (see Figure 12) . Then, since the functions (p+l)/(p+X) and \-k/p for k G N are increasing and concave, by Lemma 2.15, we obtain that D o /"|p^" is strongly increasing.
Now we assume that dn-\{aAx-\) = dn-\. Then a^* = aAx-\ . If
2)(/"_1(a4n-,)) = 0 we obtain that Dofn\TAn is strongly increasing by the same arguments as above.
Hence we assume that D(f"-i(aA"-<)) / 0. If s"(aAx) =1 we obtain (3) from Lemma 2.15. Therefore, we also assume that s"{ctAx) G {C, R}. Since a{An~x) = 1 and there exists j G {1, ... , n -2} such that s, = R we get Since A0 = cd0 and a{Ax ■■■Ai) = -1 we get An{y) = A(f"(y)) > Ai+l = A(f"(aA»)).
Subcase (B2). o-(Ak) = -1. By the induction hypotheses, fk\r k is strongly decreasing. We shall prove that A"(y) > An(aA») for all y G TA». From Lemma 2.21 we obtain (o) K{y)>AkAk_(Ak+)°° for all y > aA».
Thus, either A" = AkAk-{Ak+)jRdoAx ■ ■ ■ A, for some j > 0 and / > 0 or A" = AkLdoA\ ■■■Al for some / > 0 or A" = AkA-{Ak+)J for some ; > 0. In the first and in the second case we have a{Ai ■ ■ ■ A¡) = -1 and we obtain the desired result as in Subcase (Bl). In the last case we note that sn(aA») = C, and by (o) we have s"(y) = R for all y G TA» . Therefore, /" is strongly increasing in Tdx .
Case (C). a(An~l) = -1 and s"-i = L. Since g" = Xgn_¡ and g'" = Xg'n_{, fn\vAn is decreasing and concave because fn-\\r "_, is decreasing and concave by the induction hypotheses. To see that /" is strongly increasing we use similar arguments to those of Case (B).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use the induction hypotheses we know that fn-i\r " _, is strongly increasing. Hence, there exists an interval K such that TA" C K c TA»-¡ and s"-\(p) = R for all peK (recall that TA» £ 0). Clearly gn(p) = 1 -D{Mx(p)) -pgn_x{p) and g¿(/¿) = -2gn_i(p)-g'n_l(p) for all pe K. Since, by the induction hypotheses, £«-i|r "_, > 0 and g'n_x\r "_, > 0 we obtain that Mk is concave. To see that MrA» is decreasing (i.e., strongly decreasing) we consider again two subcases.
Subcase (El). sn-i(aA»-t) G {M, L}. Since sn_i = F, there exists x eTA»-¡ such that /"_i(x) = cx . Clearly K = (x, /?^«-i). Then, since _£,|/¡; is concave, to prove that Mta» is decreasing it suffices to show that g"{x) < 0.
From Lemma 2.21 we have that K(y) > 4"~lJJ"1(4!L"1)00 for all y G K. In particular, for y > x sufficiently close to x we obtain gi("-\){y) = \Q'n-\(fn-\(y))gn{y) ■ We also note that for y e [x, x + Si) and k = 1,... , « -1 we have D(f2{n-l)+k(y)) = D(Qk{D(f2(n_X){y)))) and^» -D+fciy) = Q'k(D(f2(n-i)(y)))g2{n-i)(y) = \Q!k{D{f2(n-x){y)))Q!"-Áfn-x{y))gn{y).
Therefore, ft(i,-l)(y) = \Q'n-\(D{f2(n-X){y)))Q'n-Áfn-Áy))gn{y). Iterating this process for / = 1, 2, ... and for y e (x, x + o¡) we obtain
Since D(fk{n_x)(x)) = cx for all / > 1 and /n_i(x) = cx we get
We recall that to end the proof of the lemma in Subcase (El) we need to show that gn(x) < 0. To see this we assume that gn{x) > 0 and we arrive to a contradiction. Since s"-\(A"~l) G {M, L} and D(/"_i(x)) = cx, from the proof of Lemma 2.15 (see Figure 13) , it follows that f«-iW = ßi_ife)ci >c'x.
Hence Q'n_x{cx) > 1. Then, from (•) we obtain (*) g(l+2)(n-l)(x) > C'x for / sufficiently large. Let j G N be such that (*) holds with I = j. Set AU+2)(n-l) = Án-lÁn+-l{án_-ly _ Since K{y) = ¿(j+Vin-l) fm ^ y £ {x > x+gj)
we get that a¿u+w-¡) = x. Since the maps D(ftj+i)tn-i)(p)) and cß coincide at p = x and g0+2)(n-i)M > c'x it follows that £>(j^+2)("_i)(>>)) > cy for y G (x, x + (5y) close enough to x. Thus, for such j; we have K{y) = ü+2)(«-i)*¿... ; a contradiction with the fact that K(y) > An~lAl~l{A-~l)°° .
Then g"(x) < 0 and hence fn\rA» is decreasing.
Subcase (E2). 5"_i(a^n-i) G {C, F}. By the induction hypotheses we have that ctt , is periodic of period k < n -1 and F = r¿"-i . Since f"\rA" is concave, to prove that f"\rA" is decreasing it suffices to show that gn{aAn-\) < 0. Let Ak be the «-strip formed by the first k symbols of K(aA"-i) and set Qj(Cp) = fj(p) for j -\, ... ,k. Also set n = kr + i with k, r G N and 0 < i < k . As in the previous subcase we have f"(y) = Qi{frk{y)) for y close enough to aAn-\ . Then, for such y, we obtain *«(y) = OÍ(/r*t)0)SrJtÜ').
Since frk{(*Ax-i) = c*A"-x we have g»(a4.-i) = j2|(cai,.1)gri(aá.-i). We note that the signs of Q¡{ca "_,) and gi{ca ) coincide and, by the induction hypotheses, this sign is equal to the parity of (Aq---Aj-i).
Furthermore, the sign of grk is equal to the parity of {A0-■ ■ Ark_l) and hence, the sign of gn{c>-Ax-i) is equal to the parity of Ao---Ark_{Ao-■ ■ A¡-\ -An ■ So gn(a4»-i)<0. G Lemma 2.23. Let p\, pi G I(m) besuch that pl < pi and K(p\) ^ K(p2). Let n be the first natural such that An(pi) ^ An(p2). If n > 1 then Si(pi), ... , Sn-l(Pl) e{L,R}.
Proof. For i = 1, ...,«-1 set A,■ = Sid¡ -A¡(pi) = A¡(p2) and A' -Aq---A,-1. Suppose that there exists j e {1,..., n-1} such that Sj G {M, C} and let 0 < k < n -1 be the first natural with this property. By Lemma 2.22 we have that fk\r . is a rational function which is increasing or decreasing Now assume that Xm~xp2 > 1. If additionally p2 < X/(Xm -1) then, by Lemma 2.9, it follows that A > nm . From Proposition 2.13 we obtain K(px) < K(p2). So we assume that p2 > X/(Xm -1). If px < X/(Xm -1) we obtain the desired result from Lemma 2.9. Lastly we assume that p\, p2 G I (m). From Proposition 2.24 we get K(p\) < K(p2). Suppose that K(px) -K(p2). into itself. Then the set of nonwandering points is the union of two invariant closed sets: one of them is contained in Z = \Jkez(k + IJ/lo' F' (J) ) and the other one in the closure of the complement of Z (think about the situation on the circle). Then the entropy is equal to the maximum of the entropies on these two sets. By the unimodality of Fm\j, the entropy of F on the first one is at most ^ log 2. To compute the entropy on the second one we collapse each of the connected components of Z to a point and we get a bimodal map F with F(0) = 0 and 7?(c~) = (cl(L0)m_1)o° . Since F has the same kneading sequences as F0"~,, it follows that h(F) = log/?^ {, (see [AM] ). On the other hand, since p < X/(Xm -1), LF = [0, ¿]. Hence Lpm = [0, 1]. So, by Theorem 1.2 of [ALMM] , s{Fm) > ß0~, . An easy computation shows that ß0~_, = V2 + 1 > 2. Thus, s(F) > 2x'm and, hence, h(F) = logß~ 1/m . Now assume that p > X/(Xm -1) and set F = Fß, c = cß, and <f> = 4>f the map defined in §2 of [AM] . First we show that 4> is a conjugacy. To do this suppose that the opposite is true. Then since <j) is nondecreasing there exists J -[x\, x2] Hence, Fß and Fß are conjugate and, by Proposition 3.12 of [AM] , (recall that from Remark 2.7, Proposition 3.12 of [AM] works in this case) K(p) = l~(c~).
Therefore, if p\, p2 G I (m) and p\ < p2 then, from Theorem 2.1
we have that K(p\) < K(p2) and hence Fßl ^ Fß2. Since T(Fß]) = T(Fß2) = 0 we obtain s(Fßi) / s(Fß2). On the other hand, since K(p\) < K(p2), then s(pi) < s(p2). So, s(pi) < s(p2) and h(p\) < h(p2). If p2 > X/(X-1) > px take pi, G {X/(Xm -1), p2). Then, by the above argument we have h{p2) > h(pi) > h(p\). Hence (2) holds.
Lastly, assume that p\ G J{m\) and p2 G J(m2) with m\ ^ m2. By Proposition 2.3 we have m\ > m2. Let p^ G /(mi) be such that p\ < p?,. Then h(p\) < h(p¡). From Proposition 2.3 we have K(p^) < K(p2) and hence h(p3) < h(p2). So, h(pi) < h(p3) < h(p2). D
The family Fà
In this section we assume that p is fixed and we study the uniparametric family Fx -Gx ß. We use a similar notation to the preceding section.
We set ex = cx,ß,' b(X) = bx,ß, f"(X) = FP{cx) and g"(X) = dfn(X)/dX when D(f(X)) i {0, q} for i = 1,...,«-1 . Also set K{X) = K{X, p) = Ao{X)Ai(X)---= cdo(XyiWd¡(X)---, and define (I if Card{/ G {1,...,«-1}: s¡(X) = F} is even, a"( > = \ _i ifCard{/G{l, ...,«-l}:s;(A) = F} is odd.
Lastly, set c\ = dcx/dX = -(// + 1)/(A + p)2.
The main results of this section are the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let X\ and X2 be such that X\ < X2. Then K(X\) < K(X2). First we state results analogous to Lemmas 2.4 and 2.9 for the family Fx. To do this we need some notation.
Set Rm(X) = Am -Xm~x -1. Since for A > 1 the equation Rm{X) = 0 is equivalent to Am_1 = 1/(A -1), lirnJC_i+1/(A-1) = oo, 1/(A-1) is decreasing and Xm~x is increasing (see Figure 15) , we have that Rm(X) has a single root km in (1, oo). Since for A > 2, 1/(A-1) < 1 we obtain km < 2 for all m > 1. Also, if m > « we get km < k". Moreover, for A > km we have Fm(A)>0. From Lemma 2.9 we get that <pm(X) < y/m(X) if and only if A > nm. Let (p~x : (0, oo) -► (km , oo) and ip~x : (a, oo) -» (0, oo) be the inverse functions of (pm and ipm respectively (where a = 1 if w = 1 and a = 0 otherwise).
Clearly <p~x and ^~' are decreasing (see Figure 16 ). We note that when m = 1 and p < 1, Wñx(P) is not defined. (2) Ifa{A") = -l thenforall XeTAx suchthat X>x, K{X) > AnA-{Al)°° ■ Moreover, for all l G N there exists o¡ such that K(X) = A*'A-iAl)1 • • ■ for all X G (x, x + S¡).
Lemma 3.12. Let A" = s°do ■ ■ -s"-'dn-] be an n-strip such that s¡ G {L, F} for i = 1,...,«-1 and assume that TA» ^ 0. Then the following hold.
(1) TA» = (ad*, #4") w/i« ^«eRU {oo} . (2) Either D(fn(aA»)) = 0 or caA" is periodic of period less than « or A" = B" and in this case aA» -max(<p~x(p), y/^x(p)). (3) If s¡ = R for i = 1,...,«-1 then f"\rA" is strongly increasing if o'(A") = 1 and strongly decreasing if a {A") = -1. Otherwise, if &(An) = 1 then fn\rA« is strongly increasing and convex and if a{An) = -\ then MyA» is strongly decreasing and concave.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 2.22 and it uses exactly the same ideas. Thus, rather than writing the whole proof we are going to point out its differences with the corresponding proof for the family Fß . So, from now on we shall use freely the whole proof of Lemma 2.22. We use induction. Hence (1) and (2) hold for n = 1 .
Note that f(X) = Xcx. Therefore gx{X) = p{p+\)/{p+X)2 > 0. Thus /¡|r4, is increasing and hence it is strongly increasing. Now we assume that the lemma holds for « -1 > 1 and prove it for « . The proof that (1) and (2) holds for « is analogous to the corresponding proof of Lemma 2.22. To prove (3) we distinguish three cases.
Case (A'). s¡ -R for i = I, ... , n -2. If m > 1 then, by Lemma 3.4, we have « = 2 and A2 = Cx-Ld . Hence /2(A)=A(/i(A)-l) + l and g2(X) = Xgi(X) + /,(A) -1 > 0, for all X eTA2 ■ Thus, /2|r 2 is increasing and hence it is strongly increasing. Moreover, we get 2p(p+l) 2Xp{p+\) 2p2{p+\) g!1{X) = Xg[{X) + 2gx{X) = for all A g TA2. Then /2|r 2 is convex-(p + xy-(p + xy >o Zr-ilr,,,., is increasing. Since gn(X) = D{fn{X)) + Xg"-i(X) for all A G TA» it follows that MrA» is increasing and hence it is strongly increasing. Assume that o {A") = -1 • Since f"\rA» is concave, to see that fn\rA» is decreasing it suffices to show that gn{aAn) < 0. To do this we use the same arguments of the proof of Case (E) of Lemma 2.22. To show that fn\rA» is strongly decreasing we use either Remark 3.8 or the arguments of Case (B) of Lemma 2.22 depending on whether D(ad») = 0 or whether ad» is periodic of period less than « .
Case (B'). a{A"~l) = -1 and sj = L for some j e {1,...,«-2}. Since <j(A"~l ) = -1, by the induction hypotheses we know that /«-1 |r "_, is strongly decreasing and concave. If s"-\ = R we get £"(A) = -/ig"_i(A) and g'n_x{X) = -pgn-X(X) for all A G TA". Hence fn\rA» is strongly increasing and convex. If s"-\ = R then gn{X) = D{Mx{X)) + Xgn.x{X) and g'n(X) = 2g".l(X) + Xg'n_l(X) for all A G TA». Therefore fn\r4» is concave. Then, to see that fn\rA» is decreasing it suffices to show that gn{adx) < 0. To do this we use the same arguments as in Case (E) of the proof of Lemma 2.22. To show that it is strongly decreasing we use the arguments of Case (B) of Lemma 2.22. In the particular case when A" = B" we use again the corresponding arguments from the proof of Lemma 2.22.
Case (C). o(A"~l) = 1 and Sj = L for some j G {1,...,«-2}. Since (j(A"~l) = -1 , by the induction hypotheses we get that f"-i\r "_, is strongly increasing and convex. If sn-X -L we have gn(X) = £>(/"_,(A)) + g"-l(X) >0 and g>"(X) = 2g"-X(X) + Xg'n_x(X)>0 for all A G TA». Hence (3) holds in this case. If s"-\ = F we have g"(X) = -pg"-i{X) <0 and g'n(X) = -pg'n_x(X) < 0 for all A G Td». Therefore Mta» is decreasing and concave. If D{fn(ad»)) -0, from Remark 3.8, we get that fn\r4» is strongly decreasing. If ad» is periodic of period less than n , by using the arguments of Case (B) of Lemma 2.22, we obtain that fn\r4» is strongly decreasing. In the particular case when A" -c\(L0)m~XRl we use the corresponding arguments from Lemma 2.22. D
The following proposition is the equivalent to Proposition 2.24 for the family Fi • Its proof is analogous.
Proposition 3.13. Let X\, X2 G I'(m) be such that Xx < X2. Then K(XX) < K(X2).
From all these results we can prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in a similar way to Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
